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tudents can learn a lot by studying the lives of
people who have worked for social justice. Their
lives can teach how to face challenges, where to
gather strength to face adversity, how to relate to other
people, and how to deal with defeat. Researching the
life of a famous person is an assignment frequently
given to youth during the heritage months. Whatever
the occasion, following are some recommendations for
helping students to get the most from this assignment.
On the next pages are some suggestions of people and
organizations for student research.
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1. Enlarge and diversify the list of people you
suggest for student research. Too often students
are asked to research the same names year after
year—Frederick Douglass, Martin Luther King, Jr.
and Harriet Tubman during Black History Month,
Cesar Chavez and Roberto Clemente for Hispanic
Heritage and the suffragists during Women’s History Month. Rather than challenging stereotypes,
this repetition can lead students to believe that there
were only a few great Blacks, Hispanics and women
in U.S. history. Accompanying this lesson is a list
of many more activists for social change. Encourage students to refer to this list for any project you
assign on people who have made a difference. We
have tried to limit the list to people about whom
we know students could ﬁnd at least one book. Add
names of people who may not be nationally known
but who are familiar as local leaders.
2. Personalize the assignment. Ask students to write
the report in ﬁrst person, as if they were the person
under study writing an autobiography. This can
help the students get into the other person’s shoes
and can motivate them to learn more. The quality
of the student’s writing is also likely to improve.
Their essay will be an engaging story rather than the
all-too-frequent lifeless reports. The student could


sion that people do great things all by themselves.
Rather than inspiring the students, this can leave
them feeling powerless. “I could never accomplish
that by myself,” students say to themselves. Well,
neither did the famous person. There is barely an
accomplishment in science, sports, social change
movements or other ﬁelds which does not reﬂect
group effort and/or the strong inﬂuences of family
or religion. In Rethinking Schools, Herbert Kohl
describes how Rosa Parks has been traditionally
and erroneously portrayed as an old lady who one
day was just too tired to go to the back of the bus.
Although she was indeed always tired at the end
of a long day’s work, her decision was inﬂuenced
by her associations with others active in the Civil
Rights movement, including discussions at the
Highlander Center with other activists about strategies for confronting Jim Crow. If we want students
to learn from the lives of famous people, then one
of the lessons to be learned is how one works with
others—through organizations, family or other
groups—for change.

also use his/her imagination to write about how the
activist felt about certain experiences.
3. Encourage the use of varied and primary sources.
Reward students with extra points for all non-encyclopedia type references. Suggest to students that
they look for autobiographies and biographies, writings by the person they have selected, information
from any organizations they were afﬁliated with,
newspaper articles, interviews with people who
knew the person, etc. In the case of primary sources,
challenge students to use ones that are less commonly known. For example, in the case of Martin
Luther King Jr., everyone is already familiar with
his speech “I Have A Dream.” Powerful as it is, it is
only one of hundreds of moving and powerful essays
he authored on domestic and international topics.
The student will learn a lot more from Dr. King if
he or she broadens their reading. Another example
is Helen Keller. Everyone knows her accomplishments with regards to sight and hearing, but more
thorough investigation will reveal her extensive
work as a political activist.
4. Examine how the person changes over time.
This will help students to realize that learning and
growing are lifelong processes. Most people they
would choose to study developed their analysis and
methods over time. Ask students to document some
of those changes.
5. How could the person’s work have been strengthened? Ask students what they would recommend to
the person they are studying that would (or could
have) increased the effectiveness of their work.
Ask them to pay particular attention to the “matrix
of oppression.” Point out to students that in many
cases the person they are studying may have been
very strong in one aspect of their work, but ignored
other forms of oppression. For example, if the
person worked on labor issues—did they address
racial and/or gender discrimination in the union?
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If they addressed the rights of a racial group, did
they address class and gender discrimination within
that group?

Another option would be to ask students to study
the life of an organization. They could then make
reference to various key individuals, but the focus
would be on the organization itself—why and how
it got started, goals, methods, successes and failures,
alliances, conﬂicts, etc. There is not room to list all
of the individual organizations here. But within each
of the categories listed below, there is a history of
the movement and many organizations still working
on the issues today.

6. Highlight community activists. Encourage students
to research and present the lives of people who might
not be well-known, but who are active in their community or region. Local individuals may be receptive
to a request for an interview from a student. Students
can get ideas about who would be a good candidate
for such a request from reading newspaper articles
or newsletters from local chapters of activist groups,
focusing on issues such as housing, women’s rights,
education, labor, etc. The same sources can be good
background reading for students to use to prepare
their interview questions.
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7. Highlight the organizations and institutions involved in social change. Ask the students to include
in their report/essay information about the organizations with which the person worked and the forces
which inﬂuenced them. Many mainstream books
and poster series give students the false impres-

•
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•
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Women’s rights
Civil rights
Anti-war
Gay rights
Native American rights and sovereignty
Immigrant rights
Labor unions
Liberation movements
Environmental protection
Health issues (AIDS, infant mortality, health of
people of color)
Prison reform/prisoner’s rights
Rights of the physically disabled
Housing rights
Anti-police abuse/criminal justice reform
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4JNPO#PMJWBS
Fought for the liberation of Latin
America from Spain

U

hese are just a few suggestions of people and current organizations that students could research. It
is an alternative to the traditional lists of sports stars, musicians, actors and mainstream politicians,
but it is by no means complete.
Each name is followed by a few descriptive words, noting the area in which she or he were active. We tried
to limit our selection to people about whom students would be able to ﬁnd some published information.

.VNJB"CV+BNBM
Journalist, Black Panther, political
prisoner

4VTBO#"OUIPOZ
Abolitionist, suffragist

3VEZ"DVOB
Chicano rights activist, professor

+PBO#BF[
Folk singer,
activist

.BSZ.D-FPE
#FUIVOF
Founder,
National
Council
of Negro
Women,
educator
$IJFG
#MBDL)BXL
Sauk chief, led
people against
White settlers
in Illinois

&MMB#BLFS
Civil rights
activist

+BNFT&BSM$IBOFZ
Civil rights activist
$FTBS$IBWF[
Labor leader, founder
of the United Farm
Workers
4IJSMFZ$IJTIPMN
Politician, ﬁrst Black
woman elected to
U.S. Congress
4FQUJNB$MBSL
Adult educator, civil
rights activist

"OOF#SBEFO
Southern labor organizer
%BWJE#SPXFS
Ecologist, environmentalist, writer
+PIO#SPXO
Militant abolitionist
"--1)0504-*#3"3:0'$0/(3&44
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+FBO
#FSUSBOE
"SJTUJEF
Haitian
leader in
movement
for justice,
former
President

$IBSMFT
$MFNFOUT .%
American doctor, volunteered
his services during the war in El
Salvador

$IJFG$SB[Z)PSTF
Native American rights activist,
Sioux

0NBS$BCF[BT
Nicaraguan Sandinista

#FOFEJUB%B4JMWB
Brazilian senator, activist for the
rights of the poor

8JMM$BNQCFMM
Southern Baptist leader

"OHFMB%BWJT
Professor, activist for Black and
women’s rights

4UPLFMZ$BSNJDIBFM
,XBNF5PVSF
Civil rights activist, SNCC founder

%PSPUIZ%BZ
Paciﬁst, founder of the Catholic
Worker movement

%BOJFMBOE1IJMMJQ#FSSJHBO
Anti-war activists
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#FOKBNJO
#BOOFLFS
Mathematician
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.BZB"OHFMPV
Author, activist

%FOOJT#BOLT
Founded American
Indian Movement
(AIM)

& - & &

4BVM"MJOTLZ
Community organizer

'JEFM$BTUSP
Leader of nationalist, antiimperialist Cuban revolution,
president of Cuba

+BNFT#BMEXJO
Novelist, essayist,
lecturer, civil and
gay rights advocate
(3"$

1FESP"MCJ[V$BNQPT
Puerto Rican independence
advocate

#FSU$PSPOB
Activist for rights of
undocumented and MexicanAmericans

$BSMPT#VMPTBO
Migrant farmworker, documenter
of Filipino-American experience

3BDIFM$BSTPO
Founder, the environmental
movement

+BOF"EEBNT

Developed community
social
services and training for people in
poverty
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(SBDF-FF
#PHHT
Chinese
American active in
Civil Rights Movement
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$IJFG$PDIJTF

Chiricahua Apache
leader
3PCFSU$PMFT
Psychologist, children’s activist
&VHFOF7%FCT
 labor activist
Socialist politician,
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&MJ[BCFUI(VSMFZ'MZOO
Labor organizer, feminist

'SFEFSJDL%PVHMBTT
Abolitionist, author, statesman
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.PSSJT%FFT
Lawyer, anti-Klan activist

%BOJFM*OPVZF
First Japanese American to
serve in the U.S. House of
Representatives and later the
ﬁrst in the Senate
+FTTF+BDLTPO
Organizer, politician, founder,
Rainbow Coalition
-JMMJF.BF$BSSPMM+BDLTPO
NAACP leader
.BF+FNJTPO
First African American
astronaut

.BSDVT(BSWFZ 
Advocate, rights of
people of African
descent in the Americas,
founder, Universal Negro
Improvement
Association

$IJFG+PTFQI

Nez Perce (Wallowa)
chief and
activist for land rights

"OHFMJOB
BOE4BSBI
(SJNLF
Women’s rights
and antislavery
activists
$IF(VFWBSB
Economist, doctor, guerilla,
revolutionary

8&#%V#PJT
Author, teacher,socialist, founder
of NAACP
7JSHJOJB'PTUFS%VSS
Civil rights activist, worked to
abolish the poll tax
.BSJBO8SJHIU&EFMNBO
Founder and current president, the
Children’s Defense Fund
%BOJFM&MMTCFSH
Anti-Vietnam war activist,
European American
0MBVEBI&RVJBOP
Abolitionist, writer
.FEHBS&WFST
Civil rights leader
+BNFT'BSNFS
Civil rights leader,
national director,
CORE



$IJFG
(FSPOJNP
Chiracahua Apache
leader warred
against
U.S. land
encroachment

8PPEZ(VUISJF
Folk singer, advocate, working
people’s rights

'BOOJF-PV)BNFS
Civil rights activist 

#FOJUP+VBSF[
First indigenous person to become
president of Mexico

7JODFOU)BSEJOH
Historian, author

$PSFUUB4DPUU,JOH
Civil and human rights activist

'SBODFT&MMFO8BULJOT)BSQFS
First known African American
novelist, abolitionist

.BSUJO-VUIFS,JOH +S
Civil rights movement leader, antiwar activist

%PSPUIZ)FJHIU
President of National Council of
Negro Women, activist, educator
"CSBIBN+PTIVB)FTDIFM
Writer, historian of Jewish life,
spiritual leader
+PF)JMM
Labor activist, song writer
.ZMFT)PSUPO
Educator, labor and civil rights
activist, founder, Highlander
Center

/JLLJ%(JPWBOOJ
Author, poet
&NNB
(PMENBO
Labor organizer,
internationalist,
anarchist,
feminist
"OESFX
(PPENBO
Civil rights
activist
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+PTF"OHFM
(VUJFSSF[
Chicano rights
activist

.PUIFS+POFT

Labor organizer,
UMW
#BSCBSB
+PSEBO
Lawyer, professor,
political leader

%PMPSFT)VFSUB
Labor organizer, cofounder,
United Farm Workers

.BYJOF)POH
,JOHTUPO
Author, educator
:VSJ,PDIJZBNB
Japanese-American and
social activist
&MJ[BCFUI,PPOU[
Educator
'SFE,PSFNBUTV
Fought the order of
internment of JapaneseAmericans in WWII all
the way to the Supreme
Court
+POBUIBO,P[PM
Author, education activist

-BOHTUPO)VHIFT
Poet, author

+PIO--FXJT
Labor leader, organizer of
industrial workers

;PSB/FBMF)VSTUPO
Writer, researcher, Harlem
Renaissance

#FO-JOEFS
Engineer, clown, volunteered
in Nicaragua
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"VESF-PSEF
Poet, activist for rights
of women, gays, and
people of color

)BSWFZ.JML
Politician, gay rights activist
)P$IJ.JOI
Fought for independence
of Vietnam from Japan,
French and the U.S.

5PVJTTBOU-PVWFSUVSF
Leader, Haitian
revolution

1BUTZ.JOL
Political leader, women’s rights
activist

8JMNB.BOLJMMFS
Principal chief, Cherokee Nation
of Oklahoma

.JSBCBM4JTUFST
Four women
who fought
the Trujillo
dictatorship in
the Dominican
Republic

4VCDPNBOEBOUF.BSDPT
Militant peasant and indigenous
rights activist, Zapatista leader

5POJ.PSSJTPO
Author, Nobel Literature
Prize winner
#PC.PTFT
Civil rights activist, founder,
Algebra Project
1BVMJ.VSSBZ
Educator, legal and civil rights
advocate, feminist

)PMMZ/FBS
Feminist and anti-war songwriter
and singer
&MMJTPO40OJ[VLB
Women’s rights leader
(PSEPO1BSLT
Photographer, poet, activist
3PTB1BSLT
Civil rights activist
$0635&4:.*3"#"-4*45&34'06/%"5*0/

/FMTPO.BOEFMB
South African freedom ﬁghter,
president, South Africa

3BMQI/BEFS
Consumer rights advocate

-FPOBSE1FMUJFS
Imprisoned Native
American rights activist
"1IJMMJQ3BOEPMQI
Organizer of African
American workers
(Pullman), socialist, civil
rights activist

#FSOJDF+PIOTPO3FBHPO
Political activist, historian,
founder, Sweet Honey in the Rock,
songwriter
+BNFT3FFC
Religious leader (Unitarian
Church), Civil Rights worker
.BSMPO3JHHT
Film maker, gay rights advocate

)FMFO3PESJHVF[5SJBT
Doctor, women’s health advocate

3PO5BLBLJ
Historian, author

#VõZ4BJOUF.BSJF
Canadian First Nations singer,
social activist

$IJFG5FDVNFTI
Leader of the Shawnees who
formed a confederacy to protect
their lands from invasion

,FO4BSP8JXB
Nigerian environmentalist, author,
Ogoni activist

.BSZ$IVSDI5FSSFMM
Civil rights activist, writer

/BU5VSOFS
Leader of
slave revolt

1JSJ5IPNBT
Writer, documenter of
immigrant experience

%BMJQ4JOHI
4BVOE
First AsianAmerican elected
to Congress, Indian
advocate

)FOSZ%BWJE
5IPSFBV
Author, leader of
the Transcendental
movement,
naturalist

"SUVSP"MGPOTP
4DIPNCVSH
Historian
.JDIBFM4DIXFSOFS
Civil rights activist

%FONBSL
7FTFZ
Abolitionist,
planned
slave rebellion
"MJDF8BMLFS
Author, feminist,
Pulitzer Prize winner
*EB#8FMMT
Journalist, antilynching and
women’s right advocate

$IJFG4FBUUMF
Advocate for protection of Native
Americans and the environment

3PZ8JMLJOT
Civil rights activist

1FUF4FFHFS
Folk singer, political activist

4BSBI8JOOFNVDB
Advocate for Native Americans

$IJFG4JUUJOH#VMM
Hunkpapa Sioux chief and
medicine man

8JMMJBN8PSUIZ
Journalist, anti-imperialist

(MPSJB4UFJOFN
Women’s rights leader

+JN5IPSQF

Native American
leader, champion
athlete
4PKPVSOFS5SVUI
Abolitionist, itinerant
preacher, women’s
rights advocate

5IVSHPPE.BSTIBMM
 Supreme
First African-American
Court Justice, civil rights advocate

)BSSJFU5VCNBO
Abolitionist,
underground
railroad leader,
women’s
rights
advocate

$BSUFS(8PPETPO
Historian, educator, founder,
Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History
.BMDPMN9
Muslim minister and
spokesperson, philosopher,
organizer

+PTÏ.BSUÓ
Cuban independence ﬁghter,
organizer, theorist, writer

.JOPSV:BTVJ
Protested the
internment of JapaneseAmericans

3JHPCFSUB.FODIÞ
Guatemalan activist for indigenous
rights, Nobel Peace Prize recipient

.BP;FEPOH
Leader of China's
communist revolution

$IJDP.FOEFT
Advocate, rights of Brazilian
rubber tappers and protection of
the Amazon rainforest


1BVM3PCFTPO
Musician, civil rights advocate

)PXBSE;JOO
Professor, author,
historian, civil rights
activist

+BDLJF3PCJOTPO
Baseball player, civil rights
advocate
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,XFJTF.GVNF
Congressman, former
president of NAACP
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7JPMB-JV[[P
Civil rights activist

